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ABSTRACT

Reconstruction of �D shape of the solder paste printed
on SMT component pads is a major inspection task in
the PCB manufacturing process� The paper reports on
the use of phase pro�lometry for this inspection task�
In phase pro�lometry a structured light pattern is pro�
jected onto the object and viewed by a camera� Since
the imaged pattern is phase�modulated according to the
topography of the object� the extraction of phase infor�
mation from the image enables reconstructing the �D
shape� In this paper two phase�extraction methods�
Fourier TransformPro�lometry and Signal Domain Pro�
�lometry� are compared by means of simulations and
experiments� Results show that the Fourier method
performs better� yielding neat detection of the eleva�
tion with respect to PCB surface associated with solder
paste�

� INTRODUCTION

Surface Mount Technology �SMT� allows direct mount�
ing of components onto pads on the PCB surface� In the
SMT process wet solder paste is printed on the PCB cor�
responding to component pads� Then� after component
placement� the joints between leads and pads are ob�
tained by drying and re�owing solder paste� Since the
amount and shape of solder paste on pads a	ects pri�
marily the quality of joints� a highly accurate printing
process is a mandatory requirement for the SMT pro�
cess� In such a context� solder paste inspection� i�e the
measurement of paste height and volume� is the task
allowing the printing process to be controlled�
On�line solder paste inspection machines are typically

based on laser pro�lometers� Low�cost equipment oper�
ates on a statistical basis� so as not to slow down the
throughput of the production line� while 
�� percent in�
spection system are extremely expensive �
�
Machine vision techniques based on structured light

have been used e	ectively for �D gauging and inspection
of manufactured parts� Among structured light tech�
niques� phase pro�lometry is particularly appealing due
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to its simple optical arrangement and phase measuring
methods have been recently experimented in the PCB
inspection area for reconstructing the �D shape of solder
joints ���
We investigated the use of phase pro�lometry for on�

line solder paste inspection� This paper reports on the
�rst part of the work� aimed at comparing Fourier Trans�
form and Signal DomainPro�lometry� which are the two
major phase pro�lometry techniques�

� PHASE PROFILOMETRY

In phase pro�lometry a periodic pattern is projected
onto the object and viewed by a camera from an angu�
larly o	set position� The typical pattern is a sequence of
equally spaced horizontal or vertical dark lines � called
�fringes� by analogy with Moir�e contouring �� which are
generated by the projection of a square wave grating �
Ronchi grating ��
It can be shown �� that the image of the grating can

be expressed as

g�x� y� � r�x� y�
��X

n���

Ane
j���nf�x�n��x�y��

where x and y are� respectively� the horizontal and ver�
tical axis� the grating lines are vertical� f� is the grating
frequency at the image level� An are the Fourier coe��
cients of the grating� r�x� y� is the re�ectivity associated
with object�s surface and ��x� y� is a known function
of the object�s height distribution� Hence� image rows
are expressed as a summation of phase�amplitude mod�
ulated harmonics� amplitude modulation due to non�
uniform re�ectivity and phase modulation embodying
the object�s �D shape� An example of the amplitude
spectrum of an image row is shown in Figure 
 � where
the frequency axis is normalized to f�

��
Based on this principle� two major techniques aimed

at extracting phase from the imaged grating have been
devised� In Fourier Transform Pro�lometry � FTP � ���
�� the phase pro�le associated with each image row is

�Since the grating is a square wave� the spectrum contains only
the odd harmonics	 The low frequency spectrum is due to r�x� y�	
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Figure 
� Spectrum of an image row�

evaluated as the angle of the analytic representation of
the modulated �rst harmonic� This is obtained by com�
puting the FFT of the row� �ltering out all frequencies
outside a narrow band centered at f� and then comput�
ing the IFFT� In Signal Domain Pro�lometry � SDP �
�� each image row is multiplied by e�j��f�x so as to
shift the spectrum towards the left by f�� Thus� the
phase signal associated with the �rst harmonic moves to
low�frequency and can be extracted through a low�pass
linear phase FIR �lter� The phase pro�le is evaluated as
the angle of the complex signal extracted� SDP�s major
purpose is to substantially reduce computing time with
respect to FTP� In �� it is estimated that� with a � tap
FIR �lter and a row size ranging from ��� to 
��� pix�
els� SDP is roughly three times faster than FTP� Hence�
SDP is potentially more attractive than FTP for on�line
solder paste inspection due to its higher speed�

� SIMULATION OF PHASE PROFILOME�

TRY TECHNIQUES

In this section we assume a rectangular shape for the
object�s height pro�le� which is suitable to the solder
paste inspection task� and simulate the projection of a

D fringe pattern in order to compare pro�le reconstruc�
tion by FTP and SDP� We consider a �ne and a coarse
fringe pattern�
For SDP implementation we address minimax FIR

�lters designed by the Parks�Mc Clellan algorithm ��
�� and set the �lter order to �� so as to render SDP
considerably faster than FTP� The cuto	 frequency used
in the design of the low�pass �lter is f���� Assuming
uniform surface re�ectivity� we subtract the mean value
from the fringe image in order to get rid of the DC
component� With regard to FTP� since implementation
of the frequency�domain �lter as a rectangular window
yields ripple� we use a weighting window such as the

�The remez�� function of MATLAB Signal ProcessingToolbox
is used for Parks�Mc Clellan optimal FIR 
lter design	
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Figure �� Designed FIR �lters�
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Figure �� Pro�le reconstruction by FTP and SDP�

hanning window�

First� we consider the �ne fringe pattern� i�e� f� �
��
�� pixels��� The design of the FIR �lter required
by SDP is based on the observation that� as the dis�
tance between the low�frequency spectrum and the
main unwanted spectra � centered at �f����f� � of
the frequency�shifted signal is large� the transition from
passband to stopband can be made smooth in order to
optimize stopband attenuation� The designed �lter is
shown in the upper plot in Figure �� where the fre�
quency axis is normalized to f�� Since the attenuation
at �f� and �f� is respectively ���� db and ���� db� the
unwanted spectra are adequately rejected and accurate
pro�le reconstruction is expected� Figure � shows the
reconstruction � dashed line � of the target phase pro�le
� solid line � by FTP � upper plot � and SDP � lower plot
�� Due to the non�ideal stopband rejection of the FIR
�lter� the SDP pro�le is sharper and slightly noisy� Yet�
simulation shows both techniques to be potentially ac�
curate with fringe frequencies as high as ��
�� pixels���
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Figure �� Pro�le reconstruction by FTP and SDP�

Then� we simulate the projection of the coarse fringe
pattern� i�e� f� � ������ pixels��� With such a low
fringe frequency� a sharp transition from passband to
stopband is required to separate e	ectively the low�
frequency spectrum from those centered at �f����f��
Compared with the �lter designed for the �ne pattern�
the transition should be made sharp enough to move
point fn � 
 � outside the �rst lobe� The �lter designed
to ful�l this speci�cation is shown in the lower plot in
Figure �� where the frequency axis is normalized with
respect to the coarse pattern frequency� Figure � shows
the reconstruction of the target phase pro�le 	 by FTP
and SDP using the coarse pattern� In this case FTP is
signi�cantly more accurate� The Fourier transform of
the SDP error with respect to the target pro�le reveals
that the higher spectra ��f���f�� are not attenuated ef�
fectively by the �lter� On the other hand� the rejection
of higher spectra can be increased only by smoothing the
transition from passband to stopband� as this moves the
spectrum at �f� � which is the main unwanted spectrum
� into the �rst lobe of the �lter� errors turn out to be
larger�
Hence� with a coarse pattern� FTP straightforwardly

enables tight extraction of the desired information while
the design of the FIR �lter required by SDP is prob�
lematic� the sharp transition needed to attenuate the
main �noise� spectrum implying less e	ective attenu�
ation of higher unwanted spectra� As a result� SDP
is less accurate than FTP� When dealing with real im�
ages re�ectivity is non�uniform and the contribution of
the low�frequency spectrum is not eliminated by mean
value subtraction� This makes the design of the SDP
�lter even more problematic� Consequently� SDP is ex�
pected to be signi�cantly less accurate than FTP with
real images and coarse patterns�

�The coarse pattern frequency is half the 
ne pattern one	
�The target phase step is half the one in Figure � because the

phase step associated with a given height step depends on the
grating period � see ���	

Figure �� Pad on the PCB with the projected fringe
pattern�

� EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An optical bench has been set�up to evaluate FTP and
SDP on a set of PCB samples provided by Motorola�
Fringe generation�acquisition is obtained by a projector
mounted vertically with respect to the bench and an
angularly o	set camera� The projector is made out of
a �bre�optic white light source followed on the optical
path by a Ronchi grating and a �nal focusing lens� An
� lines�mm and a �� lines�mm gratings were used in
the experiments� Basically� the grating frequency estab�
lishes the fringes frequency at the object�level and the
magni�cation associated with object�camera distance
sets the actual frequency at the image level� It was
found experimentally that the optical system needed to
be adjusted carefully so as to obtain sharp fringe images�
This was achieved by using the coarser of the available
gratings and positioning the camera rather close to the
object� Indeed� this con�guration maximizes light trans�
mission from the source to the object as well as from the
object to the sensor� The adopted optical con�guration
is based on the � lines�mm grating and the fringe fre�
quency at the image level is ������ pixels���
Figure � shows the image of a circular pad on the

PCB with the projected fringe pattern� Fringes bend
while crossing the pad because of the elevation with re�
spect to the PCB surface associated with solder paste
This results in a phase di	erence between the image
rows crossing the pad and those located at the �at PCB
surface� Phase di	erence values can be translated into
height values by a calibration process�
Figure � shows the phase map extracted using FTP�

angles are mapped into gray�levels with darker points
representing higher phase deviations � i�e� heights ��
FTP allows the elevation with respect to the PCB sur�
face associated with the pad to be detected neatly� SDP
is implemented using the �lter shown in the lower plot in
Figure � � which is the best �lter designed in the simula�
tions for f� � ������ pixels��� The resulting phase map
is shown in Figure �� SDP reconstruction is less tidy and
the presence of an oscillating component is visible� The



Figure �� Phase map obtained by FTP�

Figure �� Phase map obtained by SDP�

Fourier transform of the SDP pro�le reveals that the os�
cillation is due to the spectrum centered at f�� Indeed�
the low�frequency spectrum of the image moves at f�
after the frequency�shifting step of SDP and falls in the
�rst lobe of the �lter� Trying to increase the rejection
of the spectrum centered at f� by sharpening the tran�
sition band of the �lter causes stopband attenuation to
decrease� the main source of error turning out to be a
quasi�sinusoidal signal of frequency �f�� The phase map
obtained with a �lter having a sharper transition band
is shown in Figure �
Hence� experimental results are consistent with simu�

lation results� FTP allow neat detection of an elevation
with respect to the PCB surface corresponding to the
solder paste on pads� Since the optimal optical set�up
relies on a coarse fringe pattern� the results achieved
using SDP are not satisfactory�

� CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We investigated the use of phase pro�lometry techniques
for on�line solder paste inspection� In this paper we have
reported on the comparison between Fourier Transform
Pro�lometry and Signal Domain Pro�lometry�
Simulation results show that� in order to exploit

SDP�s higher speed� a high�frequency fringe pattern
should be used� Instead� due to the basic requirement

Figure �� Phase map obtained by SDP�

of obtaining sharp fringe images� our optical set�up is
based on a rather low frequency� According to simula�
tion� FTP yields better experimental results than SDP�
allowing neat detection of the elevation with respect to
the PCB surface associated with solder paste on pads�
The major drawback of an on�line solder paste inspec�

tion system based on Fourier Pro�lometry is speed� In
the second part of our work a new pro�lometry tech�
nique was devised� The technique� described in a paper
under preparation� yields results very similar to FTP
and is �� times faster�
Due to the unavailability of reference solder paste

height maps� we could not measure the actual accu�
racy of the techniques investigated� Thus� future work
is aimed at quantitative assessment of accuracy of phase
pro�lometry techniques�
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